Title: VIDEO TECHNICIAN
Responsible To: Director of Worship
Purpose: To produce a live video feed for distribution to back displays and recording AND for Live
Broadcast (live stream) over YouTube and Facebook Live (5pm Worship only).
Qualifications & Skills Required:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A servant heart for the worshipping community.
Must be willing to sacrifice personal time in order to lead others into worship.
Must be able to have a creative vision for live video and a desire for high quality.
Ability to think quickly and react/trouble-shoot properly in high stress situations.
Willing to grow as a VIDEO TECHNICIAN through multiple means: attend training sessions and
read/watch other training material for improving existing skills, both on recommendation and
on personal initiative.
6. Video switching experience with an A/B and/or M/E switcher OR desire and willingness to
learn skills are p
 referred
7. macOS experience OR willingness to learn macOS preferred
Tasks:
Pre-service
1. Must be 20 minutes early for each worship gathering to startup Broadcast iMac and get
mimoLive streaming software up and running correctly, and initiate stream to YouTube
2. Line check all input and output sources for video and audio signal
3. Responsible for finding a back-up VIDEO TECHNICIAN, when sick or absent.
During Service
1. Responsible for producing live video distribution and streaming broadcast of the worship
service
a. Managing the camera and slides video sources.
b. Deciding transitions and cuts from source to source for the proper look and feel for the
benefit of the viewer both in the back of the church, but prioritizing the enhancement of
the live stream using Blackmagic ATEM Switcher and/or mimoLive broadcast software.
c. Managing quality of camera image(s) and making adjustments to maximize the viewing
experience.
2. Responsible for monitoring live stream for breaks and interruptions in signal flow.
Post-service
1. Responsible for successfully transitioning to a close of the live stream.
2. Responsible for ending the broadcast to YouTube and Facebook Live.

Time Required: 2 hours per week, when scheduled.
Training: Attend training sessions, OJT, Utilizing online tutorials and podcasts relating to job function
and best practices.
Support: SLIDES OPERATOR TEAM, VIDEO TECHNICIAN TEAM, Director of Worship

